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2021 Style Inspiration

You've booked your wedding or event
and now it's time to decide on the
décor. Have you imagined how your
wedding day would look for as long as
you can remember or are you at a loss
as to where you even begin?! There's a
lot to take into consideration when
making decisions about your styling
and that's where we come in.
We always advise clients to
complement the natural aesthetics of
their chosen venue as opposed to
competing with them. You might not
like the red carpet in your wedding
breakfast room but going full monty
with the yellow theme you've always
wanted won't change the fact that the
carpet is red so avoid a disaster colour
combination and pick a palette that
complements the red and potentially
even tones it down.

Another top tip is versatility - select
items for your ceremony that can then
be used in your wedding breakfast.
Those beautiful vases of flowers that
you've got lining your aisle would
double up as perfect table centres or
what about that stunning backdrop
you're standing in front of to say your
vows? Ask your stylist to transfer this
to your top table and make a focal
point for the all important speeches!
We work alongside our clients to
ensure that your wedding or event is
styled exactly the way you want it.
Whether you typed into the Google
search “venue styling” or you bumped
into one of our stylists on Instagram,
you're in safe hands and we're here to
get you on your styling journey
without a hitch!
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F O L I A G E
Textured greenery and foliage are
adding the wow factor to venues all
over the UK. Whether you’re opting for
a botanical themed wedding or you
simply like the fresh, minimalist feel
that using greenery creates, there’s so
many ways in which you can
incorporate this trend into your
wedding decor.
The great thing about using greenery
and foliage is that it's super versatile
so never be afraid to ask your
Ambience stylist how you can play
around with this look. Our favourite
greenery choices are eucalyptus,
ruscus, leather leaf and ferns and
dependent upon the tones and other
colours that you will be using with the
foliage, we can best advise which type
would most suit your wedding decor.
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Each wedding venue has it’s own features and characteristics that will influence your styling
choices but keep an eye out for staircase banisters, window ledges, fireplaces and entrances
that could be brought to life by simply adding foliage stems with fairy lights or microlights.
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Top Tip - Foliage alone can look quite heavy and dependent upon the lighting in the
room, we’d recommend lifting the colours with lighter, neutral flower heads
introduced or by adding an abundance of candlelight.
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DRIED FLOWERS

The foliage trend has been amazing for
the last couple of years and continues to
be for weddings in 2021. However
modern styling also sees the introduction
of earthier, more neutral tones created
with a mix of dried flowers and grasses
such as the stunning pampas grass,
bunny tails or wheat sheaves. Also seen
in contemporary home interiors, dried
flowers are a sustainable and eco-friendly
option.
This particular look works perfectly for
summer and autumn weddings combined
with some of the colour palettes featured
in our brochure. However, if you’re a
winter bride and want a more seasonal
look then you could use dried fruits and
branches to achieve a similar feel.
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Banquet
StyleDining
THINK BACK TO THE MEDIEVAL TIMES
Think back to the Medieval times when banquet tables were laid out and
adorned with candlelight and enough food and drink to last a life time!
Huge gatherings of people and a room full of laughter. They certainly
knew how to throw a party and this sociable form of dining is currently
a huge wedding trend, we're so pleased!
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The look is essentially made up of trestle tables positioned together in
a row with chairs lined up either side of the table. Dependent upon the
size of your wedding party then you might need several rows whereas
if you’re having an intimate wedding breakfast of say 30-40 guests
then this could be achieved with one.

Banquet
StyleDining
When it comes to thinking about your wedding decor and in particular
your centrepieces and table decor for banquet style dining then you
need to consider the space you have to work with.

ALL LINED UP

Sociable dining is a must, nobody wants a huge arrangement sat
directly in front of them limiting their ability to talk to the person on the
opposite side of the table. Therefore we recommend keeping your
centrepiece design low level and this can be something that extends
the full length of the table such as a rolling tablescape made up of
florals, foliage and greenery, candlelight, fairylights and tealight
holders.
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MOONGATES
&
ARCHES
Forget the traditional registrar
table clothed with white linen, this
look is about styling up that all
important spot where officially two
become one. There are many
styles available on the market so
whether you want to adorn your
moongate with florals and foliage
or you want romantic hanging tea
light baubles and dramatic
candlelight, this is one prop that
will guarantee the wow factor!
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ALL THE LIGHTS
MANY COUPLES DESIRE TO CREATE AN ATMOSPHERIC SETTING FOR
THEIR WEDDING DAY

Many couples desire to create an atmospheric
setting for their wedding day and good wedding
lighting is right up there as one of the most
important aspects of your decor when it comes
to things that can help set the mood for your
wedding day.
Candlelight instantly adds romance and can
soften the look of the room and it’s
surroundings making guests feel relaxed and at
ease. None more so than at an autumnal or
winter wedding when the nights draw in and we
lose the light in the UK from as early as 4pm.

Taking this into consideration,
if your order of service sees your
wedding breakfast getting well
underway by this time then
think about key areas that
would benefit from being
enhanced with candlelight such
as entrances, the base of your
seating plan, table decor,
fireplaces, window ledges.
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ALL THE LIGHTS

Festoon lights, modern Edison bulbs
and neon signs are all trending lighting
options for your wedding day but one
of the most popular wedding lighting
options is fairylights. Couples LOVE
fairylights for their whimsical, fairytale
feel and there’s no denying that they
are a magical addition to any wedding
or event.
Celebrations call for “all the lights” and
there are so many different ways
to incorporate them into your big day!
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Colours

CHAMPAGNE & SOFT METALLIC HUES

Couples have been using
metallic accents in their wedding
styling for years and with a
fantastic range of metals such as
gold, silver and copper, each
tone has a multitude of colour
palettes that it can sit amongst
and create striking definition.
2021 will see soft metallic hues
come to the forefront of
wedding decor, in particular
champagne.
Positioned somewhere in
between gold and silver on the
colour spectrum, this metallic
shade is incredibly effective at
enhancing and highlighting
nude, earthy, ivory shades.
High shine champagne mercury
accessories for your table decor
or shimmering champagne
details within your wedding
stationery or chair decor, this is
a look that is guaranteed to ooze
opulence. Champagne also
works fabulously with black tie
weddings or events for a
sophisticated finish against a
monochrome base layer.
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Colours
P O W E R

P A S T E L S

Dusky pinks, lilacs and powder
blue brought together create a
subdued feeling of calm and
relaxation. Sat amongst clear
glassware and candlelight, this
look is feminine, uplifting and
timeless.
Spring/summer weddings will be
filled with pretty pastels and
depending on the month in
which you get married, you’ll
have a stunning range of
seasonal blooms to choose
from.
If you’re looking for a more
modern or industrial edge to
your pastel styling then
incorporating minimalist touches
of black accents whether this be
through candlestick holders,
floral urns, lanterns or even
napkin or place name details is
particularly effective. It cuts a
stark contrast against the
pastels and offers a powerful
finish that looks fantastic against
feature architecture such as
brick work and galvanised
beams often found at industrial
barn venues. Alternatively chic,
contemporary spaces filled with
lots of natural light also carry
this style well!
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Colours
S A G E

G R E E N

This beautiful shade of green is a
timeless classic and can be worked
into a number of colour palettes
dependent upon your chosen
wedding season.
Sage green is so versatile, it’s
softness gives it the ability to adapt
and not look out of place whether it
be a spring, summer, autumn or
winter wedding!
Teamed with neutrals - white, ivory,
nude as well as metallic hues such
as gold or silver will instantly
provide an elegant, refined look to
your wedding decor.
Introduce texture with fresh foliage
and greenery perhaps to your table
centrepieces, bouquets and
buttonholes to offer a botanical feel
with
a nod towards nature that
particularly suits venues sat
amongst manicured gardens or
rolling countryside.
Sage green can be used as a subtle
accent colour to highlight areas of
your wedding ceremony and
wedding breakfast. Whether it be
coloured napkins, coloured candles,
ribbon detailing on your chair decor
or in the artwork on your wedding
stationery.
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Colours

DUSTY / POWDER BLUE

This colour is taking the
wedding industry by storm as it
sits perfectly on it’s own due to
it's ethereal feel whilst also
falling effortlessly into the
pastel wedding trend for
spring/summer weddings in
2020 and 2021.
This tone is definitely more of a
cool muted pastel than a baby
blue and can be elevated with
the addition of crisp white to
take your styling in a more
modern direction.
There’s no doubt that this
colour palette heightens your
senses and gets you dreaming
of freshly cut green grass, blue
sunny skies and the life that
awakens in spring/summer!
When it comes to picking your
wedding flowers for this look
think white avalanche roses,
hydrangeas, orchids, peonies,
and ranunculus.
These flowers pack some
serious petal power and are
great for achieving statement
table decor.
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Colours

PEACH & BURNT ORANGE

What an amazing colour palette
for an autumn wedding! These
rich deep tones create an
inviting hue for the cooler
season.
Layer with a lighter base tone
such as peach/pink which will
add definition and lift the
colours. Intersperse textured
foliage and greenery for a
woodland vibe.
Looking to add a little glam to
your styling? Add copper metal
accessories in a shiny finish so
that your candlelight will reflect
and enhance!
To create a more bohemian feel
replace the foliage and
introduce earthier, more neutral
tones created with a mix of
dried flowers and grasses
such as the stunning pampas
grass or wheat sheaves. This
particular look works really well
for summer and autumn
weddings but if you’re a winter
bride you could use dried fruits
and branches to achieve a
similar feel.
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Credits.
All of the images in our brochure were styled by Ambience
Venue Styling in collaboration with fellow industry suppliers.
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